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Experience

CoreWeave, Inc.New York (Remote)

Managing Editor
Jan 2024 - PRESENT

AsManaging Editor at CoreWeave, I interface primarily with key
stakeholders across Engineering, Product, andMarketing teams to ensure
that crucial product documentation is produced on time and achieving
our high standards. I strive to ensure my team feels heard and supported
so that they may succeed and thrive. I continue to generate and edit
product documentation across HPC, ML/AI, and VFX spaces using
docs-as-code workflows and implementing the DITA framework
Diátaxis.

Senior Technical Writer
Jun 2022 - Jan 2024

As the sole technical writer at the time, I took on the task of editing and
re-structuring all existing public-facing documentation, simultaneously
generating new articles while implementing the first formal lifecycle
processes for all product documentation. I wore the hat of project
manager, product manager, and technical writer, all rolled into one.

BoltNew York (Remote)— Technical Writer
Jun 2021- Oct 2022

Hired as the second ever technical writing teammember, I helped develop
the documentation lifecycle processes at a fast-paced fintech company.
Using Hugo hosted on Netlify in concert with Swagger CLI, I documented
APIs, platform user flows, UX and UI elements, as well as internal
documentation on data privacy and general procedure. Additionally, I
helped head up the internal queer a�liate group, organizing happy hours
focusing on the queer-identifying members of the company, while
maintaining an open and accepting atmosphere.

Independent initiatives included developing automated systems for
docs-as-code workflows, introducing a systematized pipeline in support
of processes that resulted in improved cross-collaboration between

Core competencies
● Information architecture
● DITA frameworks (Diátaxis)
● Static site generators (i.e.,

Docusaurs, Hugo, Jekyll)
● MDX, Markdown,

HTML/CSS
● Bash, Python, Ruby,

JavaScript, Golang
● Kubernetes, Docker
● Machine learning and AI

fundamentals and advanced
concepts (model training
and fine-tuning, inference)

● Cybersecurity fundamentals
and advanced knowledge of
practical digital security

● VCS/SCM tools such as Git,
GitHub, GitLab

● Graphic design
● Project management

(SCRUM, Agile)
● Docs-as-code
● CD/CI automations
● SDLC and PDLC
● Slack Workflows for

workspace automation

Additional tools
AWS (plus EKS), AKS, GCP,
Kubernetes, Docker, Linux
(especially Red Hat and
Debian based distros), Hugo,
Jekyll, Docusaurus, MDX,
Markdown, Vercel, Netlify,
Lightsail, Hugging Face,
Tensorizer, Slurm,
VisualStudio Code, GitBook,

mailto:emlikethedash@gmail.com
https://emlikethedash.vercel.app/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/em-h-2b80992b3/


Customer Education and all other teams (Engineering, Product, and
Marketing).

Fairwinds, Inc. Boston (Remote)— Site Reliability Engineer
Dec 2019 -Jun 2021

As a Site Reliability Engineer and Kubernetes consultant at Fairwinds, I
built, managed, and improved upon production Kubernetes clusters for
clients around the world. I conferred with clients in order to understand
their infrastructure needs, then aided in the design and implementation
of the appropriate configurations across EKS, AWS (with kOps), GKE, and
AKS providers. I served as Security O�cer, researching current security
bulletins related to digital infrastructure and Kubernetes in order to
develop internal and client-facing communication on vulnerabilities. I
contributed code for internally developed Terraformmodules and other
tooling written in Python and Bash.

Taking on additional responsibilities, I aided in the development of team
processes and org structure for developing scalable, repeatable,
dependable operations across the engineering department. Additionally, I
headed up internal learning and employee development programs, and
was asked by leadership to represent my team in several key meetings. I
took ownership of the internal knowledgebase and internal technical
wiki, and instigated the adoption of an internal RFC process for making
department-wide decisions and proposals for advancing our technical
standards.

Fractured Atlas,New York (Remote)— DevOps Engineer
2018 - 2019

Acted as primary support for team leadership. Performed research and
testing, aided in containerizing applications, and orchestrated containers
using Docker Compose and later Kubernetes.

Manually administered Linux infrastructure across CentOS and Ubuntu
environments. Researched and implemented solutions for product
software. Researched and learned about Solr clusters for search
capabilities. Managed operations-critical software, such as LDAP and
Windowsmachines running financial software.Facilitated the onboarding
of macOSmanagement Jamf Pro across the organization, acting as a
technical connection point between Jamf representatives and internal
management.

Tech Learning Collective,New York— Co-Founder, Lead
Community Organizer
2017 - 2021

Co-founded an independent school, providing high-quality technical
education with a focus on accessibility for marginalized groups.
Co-organized the Hackers Next Door conference - a two-day conference
on digital privacy and security, featuring speakers from organizations

Swagger CLI, APIs, Postman,
Terraform, Ansible

Languages

English | Native
Norwegian/Norsk | Advanced
Spanish/Español | Conversational
French/Français | Basic
Irish/Gaelige | Beginner



representing digital rights, such as the Tor Project, Freedom of the Press
Foundation, Black Movement-Law Project, the Surveillance Technology
Oversight Project, Calyx Institute, andmanymore. Autonomously
designed and implemented virtual structures in which students and
alumni could connect and continue independent projects. Handled
external communications, marketing, branding, and organization.

Education

Parsons the New School for Design,New York— BFA
Photography
Graduated with Honors

With an emphasis on the philosophy of art, aesthetics, and moral and ethical
philosophy

Personal Projects

Tech Learning Collective— 2017-2021

Co-founded an independent school, providing high-quality technical
education with a focus on accessibility for underrepresented identities in
tech.

Co-organized the Hackers Next Door conference, a two-day conference
featuring speakers from organizations representing digital freedom, such as
the Tor Project, Freedom of the Press Foundation, Black Movement-Law
Project, the Surveillance Technology Oversight Project, Calyx Institute, and
manymore.

Independently designed and implemented virtual structures in which
students and alumni could connect and continue their independent projects.

Stealthcloud— 2018
A series of Ansible roles for provisioning a basic Nextcloud instance on a
Tor Hidden Service.

I/O— 2017-2020
As an o�-shoot of the Tech Learning Collective, I/O was a neighborhood
tech co-working space and open hack lab hosted in the beautiful old
venue of The Footlight music hall in Ridgewood, Queens. Each week
opened our doors for anyone to bring their projects, ideas, give a talk or
demo, and so on - all while enjoying the local musical residency in the
other part of the space.

https://github.com/microcosem/stealthcloud


Hacker Brunch– 2017

Using the unclaimed produce from a local farm CSA, I co-organized an
event where free brunch foods were cooked and served to all participants
who would attend to play CTF hacking games with instruction and
personalized education.

Flora Posidonia & The Healer's Flea— 2018
I producedmy own fully functional Web store for selling products such as
teas and tinctures at in-person fleas. I leveraged the same organizing
infrastructure to organize a "flea market" full of local creators, crafters,

The Neighborhood Digital Library Project— 2017-2020
Inspired by the community Internet project of Detroit, I aimed to leverage
the NYCMesh project to interconnect several Raspberry Pis hosted locally
in di�erent small businesses throughout Ridgewood, Queens, with the
goal of providing free, DRM-free books to a neighborhood-wide intranet.


